DesignSpark Mechanical is a revolutionary 3D modeling software,
unrivalled when it comes to engineering innovation and turning
ideas into prototypes via 3D printing.
Unlike traditional 3D CAD, DesignSpark Mechanical is easy to learn and allows unlimited
and frequent design changes. Released in 2013, this software disrupted the market and
opened new rapid prototyping capabilities to every engineer, levelling the play field
between the small and large companies. The staggering popularity led to further
developments driven by the engineering community, with a proportion of users asking
for features beyond the realm of creating concepts.
To learn more about DesignSpark Mechanical visit:

www.designspark.com/mechanical

Do you want to take it a step further?
We also offer additional add-on modules:

DS Mechanical Exchange:

This add-on enables seamless
integration into existing design workflows
though full STEP format import, edit &
export and full IGES format import, edit &
export.

DS Mechanical Drawing:
This add-on enables you to create,
modify and export detailed manufacturing
drawings that allow going beyond 3D
printing and into final manufacturing.
For more details see overleaf

For more details see overleaf
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DS Mechanical Exchange

This module adds advanced import/export capabilities to DesignSpark Mechanical. It lets
you freely import, modify and export the industry standard STEP and IGES file formats
allowing you to fully exchange design data with CAD tools such as SolidWorks, Catia,
ProEngineer and AutoCAD. This module turns DesignSpark Mechanical into a low-cost 3D
design solution, ideal for companies wanting to create fabulous product concepts, without
having to invest in 3D CAD licenses & training or businesses wanting to reduce reliance on
contractors for final design creation and manufacturing.
Buy today for only $795. Search 8523012 on www.rs-online.com

DS Mechanical Drawing
This module adds SpaceClaim's Associative Drawing environment to DesignSpark
Mechanical. It lets you change designs as well as create and modify geometry from within
drawing views. The drawing environment provides a familiar work space for those
accustomed to working in 2D. Drawings support annotations, including geometric
dimensioning and tolerances, notes and leaders, to JIS, ISO, and ANSI® standards.
Buy today for only $795. Search 8523015 on www.rs-online.com

DS Mechanical Add-On Bundle
Buy both together and save money!

This bundle allows you a great cost benefit as you get the
fully extended functionality all in one package, turning
DesignSpark Mechanical into a low-cost yet high
performance 3D design solution for all your prototyping
and production needs. This bundle features both the DS
Mechanical Exchange and DS Mechanical Drawing
modules.
Buy today for only $995.
Search 8523019 on www.rs-online.com
All modules include a 12-month support & maintenance service. After this period, functionality will continue but upgrades and premium
support will cease unless an optional 12-month extension is purchased at 20% of the module price. Regular support via DesignSpark
forums and email is, as always, free of charge and also applies to the modules without the support extension.
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